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It couldn't be easier to praise the Mercedes-Benz S-class. The feeling it imparts to owners and
the cultural capital it commands are contained in its name: Sonderklasse. Special Class.
Decades of plaudits for one S-class after another make the W S-class, revealed at the Paris
Motor Show and sold from to , a special entry in the annals of special cars. When we reviewed
the new S for our May issue, we called its shape "emotional," its interior "warm-blooded,
approaching tropical in its sensuousness," and said it "sets a benchmark" on the curving roads
used for our 10Best selection. The technical highlights took one staffer nearly two hours to
learn. At the end of our review, we asked, "Is this the world's finest car? But the W was just as
complicated as it was special, because all of its advances led to distressing consequences.
Some decried the svelte styling as Mercedes giving in to fashion. The W would have made more
design sense following the W instead of the W The advanced, sensuous interior design was let
down by clearly inferior materials. And all those initially masterful electronics? They broke. A
lot. The reason for that: The W's backstory was even more complicated than the car. No S-class,
even one that can drive itself and park itself, develops itself. It'd be hard to get a tormented and
financially poorer W owner to agree, but the worst part of the W wasn't a component, it was the
cataclysms at Daimler and Mercedes-Benz throughout the s. The German industrial bedrock
heaved for a solid 12 years, and the cars cracked. Six contextual threads braided themselves
into a tasseled whip called the W S-class, seemingly designed to punish owners. And the
S-class wasn't the only weapon of indulgent destruction. The W E-class was arguably worse,
one of its foibles a diesel engine racked by an issue called Black Death. Viewed in aggregate,
one might be surprised the W didn't come out worse. Here's what happened: In the late s and
early s, Daimler-Benz CEO Edzard Reuter tried to turn Daimler into a global tech company
through what the New York Times called an " acquisition spree , buying into aerospace,
defense, electronics, rail systems, financial services, software, and household appliances. His
interest in the car division was that it mined the money to pay for his run at an empire. A
recession in the early s helped end that run in , the company awash in red ink. Shareholder
Value. In the Daimler annual report , Schrempp's opening statement targeted raising
Daimler-Benz's operating margin to 12 percent. This would be done by increasing efficiency and
cutting costs via efforts like internal competitiveness drives and Daimler's embrace of Japan's
just-in-time manufacturing. It worked. At the end of , Daimler-Benz was profitable again. That
profit grew the next year. In , The Independent wrote Schrempp "would be remembered as the
man who transformed the ill-focused German industrial company into one of Europe's most
profitable carmakers. As Schrempp pared fat, he also embarked on empire building. Whereas
Reuter cobbled together disparate companies, Schrempp wanted to build the world's largest
automaker, a juggernaut he called Welt AG or World Inc. He incorporated Mercedes-Benz into
Daimler in , orchestrated the DaimlerChrysler "merger," sealed in , then took a controlling
Mercedes, exploded the model count. In , Mercedes sold five passenger-car lines. By , five had
become In , a Mercedes executive confessed, "The flood of new products caused us a lot of
problems. Schrempp believed Mercedes cars cost too much to produce and sell because of
"overengineering. In , when Daimler-Benz's board approved the W's final design, however, no
one knew that was happening. The rise of the personal computer in the s turned chip-based car
technologies into a brand differentiator and profit center. In our review of the W S-class that
preceded the W, we wrote that the sedan's body was "packed with hardware as densely as
Maria Shriver's husband is packed with muscle. The W was at least one but perhaps four orders
of magnitude beyond the W in terms of tech. Finally, the W had to erase the sins of the W
According to Taylor, that's how Dieter Zetsche, then head of passenger-car engineering
overseeing the W, ended up with a brief for "better performance with lower fuel consumption,
more interior room, increased safety, lighter weight, and a range of equipment that was as
comprehensive as possible â€¦ [to] pioneer new technologies that would set it apart from rival
contenders; and finally, it had to be cheaper to build, in line with the new corporate philosophy
of the car division that was sweeping away many long-established practices at the time. Well
then. Zetsche's team delivered the first car in the world with keyless start and a radar-based
cruise control, called Distronic. The Airmatic suspension with electronically controlled adaptive
damping was new. The W was the first S-class to offer 4Matic all-wheel drive. In , the W debuted
Pre-Safe. Systems inside the W secured patents. The flagship contained 40 ECUs
communicating over three separate fiber-optic conduits. And its immediate technological
superiority turned into components that broke with frightening and cascading regularity. The
Airmatic suspension pipework leaked, or its pump would break. When the Airmatic system
goes, the car squats on its wheels like it's trying not to poop itself. The ABC's hydraulic pump
would retire, or its pipes would leak, causing the sedan to lean permanently. The soft-close
doors would refuse to pull themselves closed due to a glitchy pneumatic actuator or yet another
busted pump. The electronics drained the battery, and diagnosing the elusive draw reads like a

bomb disposal guide. Forget about jumping the W with another car, because surges would fry
the W's fiber-optic electrical system. Of the crank-position sensor in the W's new family of V-6
and V-8 engines, one site says , "The W S-class will go through these quite happily" and refuse
to start when the car is hot. Even away from electronics, the W had issues. In , Mercedes-Benz
switched to water-based paint. For reasons that remain unclear, the steel didn't get the
treatment it needed, so early production models suffered severe rust issues, especially around
the wheel wells. A drain valve below the windscreen would get blocked with dirt, leaves, or
snow. Water would run off the blockage into the bulkhead, then into the passenger footwells,
where it shorted the floor-mounted Signal Acquisition Module SAM and fuse box. One of
Mercedes's recommended fixes was to cut a second drainage hole with a drill and body saw.
Drill and saw a hole. In a Mercedes. As instructed by Mercedes. As many owners discovered,
there was so much more that could, and did, go wrong. Schrempp would blame "complex
electronics systems installed without being properly understood. Consumer Reports classified
the W model's reliability as "poor," anointing it one of the "least reliable luxury cars. A facelift in
fixed many common issues. Five years later, " Hubbert revealed that in its push to solve some
of its high-tech problems, Mercedes disabled or removed hundreds of electronic features and
functions from high-end products like the S-class. Apparently, nobody noticed. And if they did,
it was only because the vehicles started to work better. The to models are recommended for
those who must sample the W Necessary research includes the W Encyclopedia , compiled over
the years by enthusiasts for window shoppers. It's 13 single-spaced pages of links to fixes. The
issues bred in the s would haunt Daimler for years. In , Mercedes-Benz came first in the J. In ,
the company was 27th, behind Jaguar and Plymouth, over issues like "handling, braking,
shocks and struts, electronic window controls, and inaccurate fuel gauges. Looking back, the W
is a good example of what Deepak Chopra meant when he said, "All great changes are preceded
by chaos. We don't imagine such chaos at the top of the line happening again soon. S-class
models since the W reestablished the model's rectitude, and the W S-class that debuts
Wednesdayâ€”a supercomputer that thinks it's a limousine, from the sounds of itâ€”was
developed mostly on Dieter Zetsche's watch. He understood the complications of the W And if
he imparted any wisdom before retiring, it was likely this one word: focus. New Cars. Buyer's
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Below. More From Features. Development for the W S-Class started in , [3] with the final design,
helmed by Steve Mattin being approved in June at 38 months ahead of production start and
completed design freeze in March , at 29 months before the start of production in August The W
was a replacement for the earlier W S-Class after the model year. Compared to its predecessor,
the W had somewhat smaller exterior dimensions but offered more interior space, particularly in
the long-wheelbase versions although the trunk is smaller than on its W predecessor.
Production of the series totalled , units, slightly more than the production totals from the W In
many European countries, the diesel S CDI version became the most popular model, making it
the first S-Class in which a diesel engine achieved broad appeal. There were long and short
wheelbase versions, performance and luxury enhancement options, and also four-wheel drive
versions. Steve Mattin's design was the first sketch drawn in October and developed into scale
by late By March , W program engineers completed the design freeze, 29 months before
production start in August The W exterior design especially headlights was previewed by the
Mercedes-Benz F concept in late Being a Mercedes flagship vehicle worldwide, the S-Class
largely popularized the theme. It demonstrated a significantly different stylistic mindset, with
both exterior lines and an interior design that expressed elegance and modernity. This can be
seen as a response to criticism on its W predecessor, which had a more boxy look. Despite
being smaller, the new car was roomier inside while the dashboard carried over the new styling
details first seen in the first generation A-Class from the year before. A face-lifted version of the
S-Class was designed in late and introduced in September , offering a more refined front-end
with a larger, more upright grille, transparent headlamp housings with sealed-beam projectors,
and revised taillights. Much of the rest of the exterior remained largely unchanged from first
phase W models. Exterior updates included a more upright grille angle, new transparent
housing for the headlamps replacing the earlier translucent versions , and restyled lower air
intakes on the front bumper. The S series has a "V12" badge affixed to either side of the car,
just forward of the front doors and back from the wheel wells. European Sales for all versions of
S-Class : [19]. Approximate selection of US models. In the US, model years for the W were , , , , ,
, and only some versions. Not all versions were available in all model years. The type was noted

as being the leader in the U. After choosing an S , they added Distronic a smart cruise control
system , Active Ventilated Seats, the "Timeport" phone with a voice control system, and the
sport package AMG rims and trim. A four-wheel drive system became an option for for the S and
S along with mid-life upgrades that targeted a range of interior and exterior features. W model
year a V-6 was offered as the S One of the most popular versions was the long-wheelbase S ,
with over , produced over the model run. On top of that, an additional over 13, all-wheel drive S
version were made and over 21, short-wheel base S models. This works out to about , S of all
versions across all model years out of , of all W models over its production run. The W's peak
sales year was , with 88, sold worldwide, but both and were close with well over 80, sold. Two
unique models that had small runs were a factory produced inch wheelbase "stretch limo"
called a Pullman and a special security version called S-Guard. The Pullman version was a
Mercedes-Benz engineered version of the S-Class of this period circa , that went beyond the
after market "stretch" to offer a host of advanced systems and enhanced comfort. Components
of this system including The system could also support video display, both from a DVD player
or tuner to pick up broadcast; with two screen, it could display both at the same time. An
additional re-chargeable battery allowed the system to powered independently for a half-hour
with the engine off. The system debuted on S-Class with Pullman model. This also additional
seating for up to seven-passengers, with two rear facing seats in between the front and back
seats. In six-seat configuration the rear bench seat capable of three is replaced by two
independent chairs. In addition to the AMG multi-media system, there is also a bar supporting
the consumption of cooled beverages, small tables, and a barrier to the front of the vehicle that.
Along with this barrier is an intercom from the rear seat to the driver area to support
communication within the vehicle. Mechanically, the roof, exhaust, side-panels and chassis
featured changes to support the additional length. A special feature for people working on the
car, is that the side panels can be easily removed like doors. The S 55 had a number of
modifications over the stock W S-Class, and the changes were oriented towards higher
automotive performance and more dramatic styling features compared to the regular models.
The model name derives from displacement of the engine, a special almost 5. The additional
power-boost came for the later model S 55 from pairing this engine with a supercharger. A
supercharger is a forced induction system that compresses the air before in enters the engine,
and uses air compressor powered by a belt connected to the engine. Other changes include
enhanced brakes and wheels, with The S 55 was also equipped with Active Body Control. For
more about AMG models with this engine see "55" 5. Features added to the S 55 US-spec [36].
The S was the main cylinder engine model of the W body. The increased output of the engine
enabled this W to keep up with a Ferrari M Maranello according to one automotive magazine of
the era. The model was fitted with Michelin Pilot Sport tires with a Y rating. In the US, the S had
a 5. The S was also a model of the S-Class Pullman, an even longer wheelbase version that was
1 meter longer and supporting up to seven passengers and mobile office technology. Features
included on the S US-spec : [36]. One reviewer [ who? A popular aftermarket tuning kit was an
ECU upgrade from Renntech since increasing engine output required no mechanical upgrades
to the car. As with each new S-Class, the W was technologically advanced at the time of its
launch, bringing in new innovations [43] such as Airmatic air suspension, Active Ventilated
Seats which used miniature fans in the seats to move air through perforations , keyless entry
and ignition , Distronic : the first worldwide radar -assisted Autonomous cruise control system ,
and a cylinder deactivation system called Active Cylinder Control for the S and S models, which
improves fuel consumption and reduces emissions. All were pioneering innovations at the time
of the W's conception. There are standard features to all models, standard features to certain
models, and finally optional features. Sometimes what is standard changes on a model year or
country of sale. It was the first Mercedes with curtain airbags previewed by the F concept in
Increased attention to side impacts was noted, and the car included a window air bag that
inflates between the A and C pillars. Also the front and rear ends include aluminum crash boxes
can be replaced as separate units to reduce the cost of repairs. Despite its price German
insurance companies put it in the lower bracket because it was easier to repair. Features varied
depending on locality e. North American version and what options were equipped. The
Linguatronic voice control was introduced as an option in on the W S-Class. At that time it was
primarily for controlling the car phone, and could understand 30 words. The second generation
of this system was introduced in On the W this second generation system could understand
more words and control more systems, such as the radio. In , it could understand words and
control certain features on the phone, radio, CD player, and other systems. The second
generation system needed 20 times the memory of the first generation system from about half
megabyte to twenty megabytes. The algorithms used in the system were developed at Ulm,
Germany where what was then called DaimlerChrysler Research and Technology center was

located in addition to other groups within the company. The system looks for patterns called
phonemes to understand what the person is saying, a process which it computes in
milliseconds. What system the voice command can control can depend on the model year. The
Linguatronic system used digital pre-processing to support this task. The features is run from
hardware in a separate box in the back of the car. The W featured a new pneumatic suspension
system Airmatic with Adaptive Damping System ADS which adjusts the shock absorbers to
difficult road conditions. The increased ride height is automatically canceled after 5 minutes of
55 MPH driving or manually through driver's input. The hydraulic Active Body Control ABC
system premiere in on the Mercedes-Benz C coupe is technically more advanced than Airmatic
and keeps the car level even in fast corners, provides a comfort and sports setting. Also, just
like Airmatic equipped vehicles, the ride height can be raised by using a button 2 settings,
compared with Airmatic's single setting , increasing ground clearance for driving on difficult
terrain such as roads with deep ruts or snow. Prior to September , only higher end models e. As
of September all models, regardless of engine and drivetrain type ABC or Airmatic were able to
do so as well. Furthermore, at highway speeds the suspension computer automatically engages
sport mode Airmatic - Sport mode 1 or 2 depending on the current speed , thus aiding safety by
significantly reducing body roll in sharp turns. There was a set of standard features, then
differences between models other than just the engine, and then also various options that could
be added to any given model. The basic model had Calyptus wood possibly Eucalyptus , the S
added burl walnut trim Walnut tree , the Designo Espresso edition had Elm wood trim, and the
Designo Silver edition had Maple wood trim [25]. The S-Class had two special design editions
that were available for different drivetrains, it was trim and feature option set and the two
choices were Designo Espresso and Designo Silver. Later, Mercedes-Benz offered the Motorola
V60 as the car phone. The "Timeport" phone with a voice control system was offered as an
option on the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. The Timeport cell-phone was a jointly developed and
became available on all of Mercedes models including the W S-Class The Timeport phone was
integrated with S-Class systems, major features included Voice-control and automatic muteing
of the radio when accepting an incoming call or tape or CD player. Another feature was that the
directory of numbers in the phone could be downloaded to the car, and shown on the in-car
display. Even though the phone was integrated as a system with car, it was portable handset
that could be removed from the car. The cell-phone had an electro-luminescent Organic display
with multiple colors available. As the years passed, various ways to connect different phones or
systems to the COMAND or interface with existing cradles came to market, of varying ability and
expense there is the issues of handling a connection to the system and then the software
needed interface, and this task is affected by the model year and equipment options of any
particular S-Class. One of the major advancements in this period was Bluetooth , and many
modern updates are oriented towards this wireless data connection technology. The W was
available with more engine options than the W or W The range started with a smaller 2. Very
popular was the 3. Despite their popularity, the 6-cylinder S-Class cars were not imported into
countries such as the United States until model year with the S short wheelbase , where Daimler
was then testing the market demand for a V6 S-Class. The S , the only United States market
S-Class available with both a short wheelbase ''06 as well as a long wheelbase, was that
region's most popular model and powered by a 4. The S was powered by a 5. The S 55 AMG ''02
was outfitted with a 5. The S ''02 was outfitted with a 5. Both S 55 AMG and S have same engine
output but target different clientele: the former more sporty while the latter more luxurious. The
S 63 was powered by a naturally aspirated 6. S 65 AMG was introduced in with new enlarged
6-litre V12 engine developed specifically for Maybach 57S and 62S as to amortise the cost of
engine development. W was the first generation of S-Class, where automatic transmissions
were standard on all models. At first, all cars had 5-speed 5G-Tronic transmission; however,
since in the United States , S and S were instead offered with the new 7-speed 7G-Tronic
transmission. All model years used a 5-speed transmission until a 7-speed came out. In the U.
V12 models continued using the 5-speed as the 7-speed could not handle the immense amount
of torque from the V Airmatic, or AIRmatic stands for Adaptive Intelligent Ride Control and was
not just an air suspension but also electronic and software control system that actively adjust
the level of dampening. Some models had a hydraulic system called ABC, which was an
optional upgrade so almost any model may have ABC but it was also a standard feature on
certain models. The Airmatic main components are an air-pump, airlines going to each wheel,
and four air-struts. The lower control arm in the previous S-Class was switched to a spring link
and torque strut. The car had an electronic stability control program and automatic slip control.
Build quality was generally considered to be good. For instance, Forbes described the W S as
"built remarkably well. In , a recall was initiated due to illumination failures in the instrument
cluster of some Ws. Examples of recalls in Australia include: [70]. The model is also called the V

as opposed to W One Canadian car site noted that older W's can offer impressive features for
the cost, provided that owners continue to maintain the vehicle. They noted a few key issues on
later models including the air suspension and interior electronics. They also noted that over its
production run Mercedes-Benz fixed many issues and there is also considerable variation in
models depending how they were equipped. If this drain becomes clogged such as from leaves
or snow it can overflow, flooding the passenger compartment. This issue was the subject of a
Class-action lawsuit in the U. State of California. The suit alleged that.. The permanent solution
to prevent water from flooding the interior is to simply to remove the reed valve in the cowling
drain so the water can flow straight and through the drain. Potential points of modification
include intake, exhaust, fuel systems, transmissions, and the ECU. This increased the
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section covers the potential reliability issues that you might have with the Mercedes-Benz W
Click on the buttons below to read more about the typical problems that fall outside the scope
of routine maintenance. Rust was one of the top problems with Mercedes-Benz vehicles
produced between and This is because around , Mercedes-Benz implemented a more
environmentally friendly, water-based paint. Mercedes-Benz eventually started galvanizing their
cars, which improved the corrosion resistance significantly. In the case of W S-Class cars, they
became galvanized from the beginning of It will have much better corrosion resistance, which is
important if you are planning to keep the car for a few years. Corrosion water-based paint. All W
S-Class cars are equipped with air suspension called Airmatic. The option code for ABC is Air
suspension is commonly used in trucks and buses because vehicles with air suspension can
maintain correct height and level despite the load. Have you ever seen a bus tilt and soon after
level out when the passengers get off at the bus stop? The Airmatic ride quality is indeed very
good. Instead of traditional coil springs and dampers, the Mercedes-Benz W is fitted with four
Airmatic struts, which are air springs and dampers integrated into single units. In my opinion,
the Airmatic is not unreliable , but it is significantly more complex than traditional suspension.
Some people got burned by trying to fix their Airmatic suspensions at a Mercedes-Benz
dealership. The prices at the dealership can be high when it comes to sorting out Airmatic
issues, and the typical dealership approach is to keep replacing components until the problem
is fixed, without actually trying to locate the exact failure point. The parts can be expensive but
most things, like struts or the air pump, are easy to replace. Also, be aware that if some critical
components in the Airmatic fail, for example, the air pump, the car will become undrivable.
There are multiple options available on the market today that can help you save money
servicing the Airmatic suspension :. When checking the Airmatic suspension, look out for the
following symptoms of malfunction :. Check the car after it has been standing still overnight â€”
it should not be on the ground. A little bit of pressure may escape, but the car should stay up
and level. A system in good condition should be able to hold air for a couple days easily. If it
drops in a couple hours, something is worn out or there is a significant leak somewhere. Driving
with air leaks will prematurely kill the air pump because then it has to turn on more often to
replace the escaping air. If you are going to buy a car that has a leaking system, expect the air
pump to be on its way out too. Airmatic suspension failure. It was an optional extra in other

models. When it works, the ABC exceeds what standard coil spring suspension can do. It is
also better than the Airmatic suspension when it comes to handling. The system can adjust its
position up to 5 times per second 5 hertz. Also, it is self-levelling, which means that it will
maintain the ride height despite the load in the car. If you think the Airmatic suspension is
complex, never buy a car with the ABC suspension. The ABC is a lot more advanced than the
Airmatic, let alone a standard suspension. Thus, you can expect the maintenance costs to be
accordingly higher. The suspension struts contain a regular coil spring and a shock absorber
â€” just like in a typical car. Additionally, there is a hydraulic cylinder in each strut that can
change the height of the suspension each wheel individually. The system is powered by a
hydraulic pump, monitored by sensors and controlled using solenoid valves. This allows for
real-time adjustments to ride height and vehicle body lean, for example during cornering or
braking. There are four pressure accumulators that have a membrane inside and pressurized
nitrogen gas behind it. The membrane is flexible. On one side of the membrane there is gas and
on the other, there is hydraulic fluid. The membrane can deflect to store energy pressure
because nitrogen gas is compressible. There are two accumulators that store the pressure to
feed the system as explained above. The other two are there to dampen pressure spikes in the
system. The hydraulic pump is a piston pump so it generates pressure pulses with every stroke.
The pulsation damper, which is just another nitrogen accumulator, evens out these pulses
membrane deflecting. The return accumulator does a similar job after the oil leaves the struts.
The gas behind the membrane inside the nitrogen sphere is compressible and can absorb the
shocks from the road membrane deflects. In older Citroen cars, which were famous for their
hydro-pneumatic suspensions, there is a nitrogen sphere at each wheel that serves the function
of both the shock absorber and the spring. Citroen just took it one step further by getting rid of
the coil springs altogether. The ABC is a complex, high-performance system and it will be more
expensive to maintain than standard suspension or even the Airmatic. The age of the vehicle is
important â€” the rubber hoses and seals age, which increases the likelihood of failure. The
hydraulic hoses deteriorate and have a finite lifespan they can burst. If a hose blows, the
suspension shuts down. The nitrogen spheres last around 60k miles or 10 years, whichever
comes first. They are service items and will need to be replaced regularly. The hydraulic pump
will need replacing at some point very expensive. The pump has two sections â€” one that
powers the suspension, the other runs the power steering. There are some options available on
the market today that can help you save money servicing the ABC suspension: repair kits,
aftermarket parts Arnott has a good reputation and reconditioned parts. Car dropping to quickly
on one corner or more than one â€” visually check the car after it has been standing still for a
couple days â€” the chassis should not be on the ground. According to Mercedes-Benz, a
system in good working order should be able to hold the oil pressure at least for one week. If
the car drops earlier, something is wrong with the valve block or there is a leak somewhere
probably a strut. Any ABC warning messages, appearing for a couple seconds when cornering,
braking or after hitting a pothole, are bad signs. Before buying a car with the ABC, I recommend
taking it to a professional to check the diagnostics log for any stored errors. Check the
hydraulic fluid â€” it should be green. Do not buy such a vehicle. Running the hydraulic pump
without oil will kill it very quickly. The dark colour of the fluid means that it is dirty and full of
abrasive particles â€” the entire hydraulic system could be worn out. Also, do not buy a car
without maintenance history including filter and hydraulic fluid replacements. Check the struts
and the underside of the car for any oil leaks. Watch out for cracked dust covers on the struts
any damage there will accelerate the wear by allowing dirt and moisture in. Check that the car
responds correctly, with no warning messages, to manually adjusting the ride height. Humming
or howling noise between idle and RPM means that the pulsation damper has failed. The ride
should be smooth and at the same time, there should be very little body lean when cornering or
braking. If the car feels bouncy or hard, something is wrong. ABC suspension failure. The V12
engines fill out the engine bay completely, so replacing parts can be a nightmare. Something as
simple as changing the motor mounts may require the engine to be removed from the car. It is
possible to do it with the engine in the car if you get creative, but my point is that even small
repairs can be pretty expensive. There are 24 spark plugs and two ignition coil packs in the M
and M engines â€” one coil pack per cylinder bank. Each coil pack is an integrated unit that
provides ignition for 6 cylinders. Now, the M is on a yet another level of expensive. Just so you
know, this engine has six catalytic converters and eight oxygen sensors! There have been
cases of the M engines developing leaks from the oil cooler that sits on top of the engine
between the cylinder heads. In my opinion, the oil cooler leaks are a fairly common problem in
these engines, and the amount of oil that leaks out can be significant. The problem is that in
order to replace the oil cooler seal, you need to remove both cylinder heads. Need I say more?
M engine - oil cooler leak. There have been cases of people having problems with the timing

chain stretch in the OM engines. If you are looking for a car with the V8 diesel engine, I
recommend getting one that was produced in or later. Additionally, pay extra attention to any
unwanted chain noises and avoid high mileage cars. The first symptom of any chain or chain
tensioner problems is usually a timing chain rattle after a cold start. OM engine - timing chain
problems. In traditional Mercedes-Benz fashion, the W S-Class was available in short and long
wheelbase versions. In other models, the ABC was an optional extra option code Both types of
suspension are expensive to maintain, with the ABC being the more expensive of the two. The
main problems with the Mercedes-Benz W are related to the complex suspension Airmatic or
ABC , rust and electrical gremlins especially the pre-facelift cars. On the other hand, the M V6
and M V8 engines are reliable. Corrosion was a big problem with the W and other
Mercedes-Benz cars from those years. Mercedes-Benz eventually started galvanizing the W in
Those cars have much better corrosion protection. You should avoid pre-facelift cars because
of build quality problems, corrosion and a slightly less reliable Airmatic suspension updated
later. My recommendation is to only consider late and newer models , which have all the initial
problems worked out. The post-facelift, twin-turbo V12 engines are better too. The V12 W
models are very expensive to maintain. If you are hell-bent on getting a V12 Benz, get a
post-facelift model with the M engine instead of the older M The W cars with the M engine can
be extremely expensive to maintain. Please be aware that Mercedes-Benz is a manufacturer of
high-performance, luxury cars. High performance usually goes hand in hand with increased
complexity. The features you see in an S-class car today may be popular in more ordinary cars
in a few years. The timing chains in the W are generally reliable, with the exception of the early
OM engines, but they will not last forever. This section contains Mercedes-Benz W
specifications. You will also find technical information regarding the engines used in these cars.
Press the buttons below to display the specs and engine technical details. Petrol engines technical details. Diesel engines - technical details. These are the original wheel sizes that were
fitted by the manufacturer. Your email address will not be published. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Skip to content Car Directory.
Corrosion water-based paint Rust was one of the top problems with Mercedes-Benz vehicles
produced between and There is rust on almost every body panel. M engine â€” oil cooler leak
There have been cases of the M engines developing leaks from the oil cooler that sits on top of
the engine between the cylinder heads. OM engine â€” timing chain problems There
winch control wiring diagram
e60 m5 smg clutch
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have been cases of people having problems with the timing chain stretch in the OM engines.
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